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The T-M process outlined in these studies describes and classifies safety aids that assist operators of modes of transportation; that process also includes technical and historical perspectives. However, a simple describing and classifying of safety aids can obscure what is at the core of T-M: T-M is essentially a study of symbolic behavior (see Note No. 1). Symbols and what they mean permeate the seemingly practical subject matter of T-M.

T-M weaves in and out of many disciplines and perspectives. Among established disciplines that of semiotics (see Note No. 2A) may come closest to explaining the workings of T-M. Communication, design, culture (in particular, material culture), and holarchy also participate in that explanation. Engineering and technology physically undergird T-M.

T-M studies extends over a quarter-century with early classification studies spanning nearly four decades. The order of the studies has been affected by specific topics and by chronology. A more logical and integrated outline of the studies would be at variance with the historical development and listing of monographs. Such an outline can be suggested by a tripartite formulation:

Integrative Studies (General Table of Contents;
Foundations; General Classification; T-M
History; T-M: An Integrative Systems
Perspective: Communication, Information, Semiotics.
Modal Studies (Marine Aids to Navigation; Traffic Control Devices; Railway Signals; Aero Navaids; US T-M [an inter-modal and adjunct study].
Database (Marine; Road; Rail; Aero; Composite Classification/Index).

Introductive and integrative material for T-M can be found in a variety of places in the monographs. One such place is in the Prolegomena in Part A, Foundations (Addenda, Segments i and ii) which offers both a starting point and a summary of that material.

Note No. 1: T-M Defined

The original T-M definition referred to individual devices: “T-M is any device that aids a mode of transportation by giving information, providing regulations, or expressing warnings.”

In an essay for Proceedings (Charted Institute of Transport, UK, June 1997) that earlier device-focussed definition was prefaced by this statement: “Transportation-Markings is an integrative and wholistic study of all forms of safety aids in the realm of Transport.”

This General Preface offers a further correction by specifying the nature of that study: T-M is a study of symbolic behavior. The apparatus for producing symbols, the resulting symbols and their meaning are at the heart of that study.
The term Safety Aids can constitute an alternate term for T-M. Yet it is a very elastic term that can prove elusive as an internet search will quickly confirm. It remains an important term when placed in a transportation context and external to modes of transportation. Other possible alternate terms include Transport [ation] Mark [ings] and Waymarks. An added source for information on terminology relating to T-M studies is to be found in the Appendix of *T-M Foundations* (Part A, 5th edition, 2008).

**Note No. 2A Semiotics & T-M**

P. Guiraud, S. Hervey, C. Morris, T. Sebeok are important sources for semiotics in these studies. D. Sless, A. Berger, W. Leeds-Hurwitz, W. Noth are other influences. However, what may be the most significant source was unknown to T-M until relatively recent: *Signs, Symbols, and Ciphers* (ET 1998) by Georges Jean, a professor of semiology and linguistics at the University of Maine (France). Jean surveys signs and symbols of many forms in his book. His descriptive treatment includes both physical apparatus and messages. His formal semiotics is reserved to an anthological survey of Sign Theory. His chapter on “Road Signs” (Signes de Pistes in French; see Note No. 2B) includes visual, sound and electronic devices across the range of transportation modes. Quite possibly no other semiotic source comes close to his coverage. And the T-M studies bear more resemblance to Jean than any other source. Jean’s book is within the subject heading of Signs and Symbols but it is classified as Semiotics. There are seemingly few mentions of Jean in semiotic literature. Nonetheless, his work can be viewed as semiology (or
semiotics). And it provides a valid approach to that subject and it is an approach that can encompass T-M.

Note No. 2B Road Signs/Signes de Pistes

Road Signs may be a literal translation of Signes de Pistes but it is inadequate for the full range of subject matter of Chapter 5. G. Jean may possibly have sought a term that could encompass all forms of safety aids for transportation. His choice, Signes de Pistes, is admittedly a problem in translation. Internet searches often result in a translation of “Sign of Track” which is employed in diverse ways. That translation may not be fully adequate yet it provides a clue. A further clue to its meaning is found in the “KudoZ network” (within the ProZ.com website devoted to translation assistance). One contributor states that Signe de piste “is derived from a mark on the ground or on a tree when scouts play a big outdoor game in a forest or natural area. In English we would say something like trail blazing signs or trail signs. A ‘signe de piste’ is an indication meaning ‘go’ or ‘stop’ or ‘left’ or ‘right’ or ‘look for a hidden message’ etc.”

Speculation suggests that Jean wanted an encompassing term and signes de pistes with its meaning of tracks, trails and messages of directions was his choice for that term. Perhaps it is less than fully adequate (or more likely, a new and expanded use of the term may not immediately achieve a fully understood significance) yet it has more value than a specific term such as road sign. Signe de piste in the French language may have a role similar to that of Transportation-Markings in the English language. Both terms struggle to encompass a broad range of activity lacking an established term.
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Railroad Signals, 88
Railroad Signals & Other Devices, 15
Rail Signals, 91
Railway Indicators, 15
Railway Marks, 46
Railway Markers, 46
Railway-Railroad Signals, 46, 67
Railway Signalling, 29
Railway Signal Systems, 80
Railway Signals, 15, 30, 53, 75, 87, 88, 89
Railway Signals, Signs, & Indicators, 15
Railway Signals, Signs, Marks, Markers, 53
Railway Signals, Signs, Markers, 38, 39, 75
Railway Signs, 15, 33
Raised Pavement Markers, 51
Raydist, 46, 72
Recreation Signs, 48, 74
Reed, 45, 71
Reed Horn, 63
Reflective Aids, 64, 85
Regulatory Signs, 38, 49, 74
Restricted Use Area Visual Aids, 36
Restricted Use Markings, 36
Road Markings, Signs, Signals, 91
Road, Rail, Aero Sound Signals, 91
Road Signs, 29
Road Sound Signals, 91
Roadway Alignment Signs, 49, 73
Roadway Conditions Signs, 49, 73
Rotating & Revolving Discs & Panels, 27
Rotating Radiobeacons, 39, 63
Route & Junction Signals/Indicators, 54, 76
Route Indicators, 58, 78
Route Marker, 48, 73, 74
Route-Marker Tabs, 74
Runway Centerline Lights, 63, 83
Runway Edge Lights, 63, 83
Runway Equipment, 63, 83
Runway Markings, 64, 86
Running Signals, 54
Runway & Taxiway Lighting, 35, 63, 83
Runway & Taxiway Markings, 57
Runway Lighting, 83
Runway Signs, 68, 86

Safety Signs, 59, 79
Satellite Aids, 40, 90
Satellite-Based Navigation, 23
Satellite-Based Navigation & Hyperbolic Aids, 23
Satellite Nav aids, 66, 85, 90
Satellite Navigation 47, 66, 85
Satellite Navigational System, 85
Satellite Navigation Aids Forms, 40, 59, 75
Satellite Navigational Systems, 85
Satellite Systems, 47, 72, 80
Searchlight Signals, 56, 77
Secondary & Primary Radar Forms, 47
Semaphore Signals, 32, 57, 78, 88
Semaphore Signals, 31
Service Signs, 48, 74
Shape Targets, 71
Shoran, 47, 72
Shunt Signal/Indicators, 55
Shunting Signals, 55
Siding, Train Yards & Other Signals, 55, 76
Signal Boards, 32, 57, 78
Signal Board, Disc Signals & Other Forms, 50, 69
Signal Panels, Signal Areas, Indicators, 64, 85
Signals, 26, 31, 32, 44, 52, 60, 70, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 91
Signals Attached to Other Devices, 60
Signal Systems, 31
Signal & Points Indicators/Signals, 47
Signals, Signs, Markings, 31
Signaling, 68
Signalling, 31, 56
Signs, 15, 29, 48, 52, 64, 73, 81, 86, 93
Signs & Boards, 60
Signs & Markings, 19, 36, 64, 85
Signs & Pavement Markings & Elevated Markings, 18
Signs From Other Than Runway & Taxiway, 57
Sign Forms-Other, 65
Signs Giving General Information, 48, 74
Signs, Markings & Related Devices, 18
Signs & Unlighted Signals, 18
Signs, Markings, Markers, Marks, 64, 85
Sign Forms Other Than Runway & Taxiway Types, 65, 86
Signs, Signals & Markings, 33
Single Forms of an Unitary Nature: Past and Present, 41
Single Lens Units, 58
Single Category Signs, 66
Single-Member Forms/Structures, 69
Siren Buoys, 68
Sirens, 45, 68, 71
Slopeline Systems, 62, 83
Somersault Signals, 78
Sound Buoys, 21, 41, 68, 91
Sound-Radio Aids, 40
Sound/Radio Forms, 47
Sound Signals, 60, 90
Sound Traffic Signals, 73, 80
Spar Buoys, 41, 68
Spars, Standards & Miscellaneous Buoys, 21
Special Purpose Buoys, 42, 69
Special Regulatory Signs: Temporary Traffic Control/
Railway Crossing/Schools/Bicycles, 75
Speed Control, 55
Speed Control Signs, 79
Speed Control & Restrictions Signs, 58, 79
Speed Signs, 79
Speed Zone Signs, 79
Staff, 59, 81
Staff, Tablet, Tickets, & Tokens, 33
Staff & Ticket, 59, 81
Staff & Ticket, Tablet, Token, Train Order & Time Interval
Signals, 59
Staff, Ticket, Token, Tablet, Train Order & Time Interval,
81
Standard & Non-Standard Buoys, 68
Standing & Parking Signs, 50, 74
Standard Buoys, 18
Starting Signals, 54, 76
Station Buoys, 42, 69
Stencil Indicators, 56, 77
Stop, Distant & Related Signal Terms, 54
Stop Signals, 54, 76
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Tokenless Block Working, 81
Towing Buoys, 42, 69
Track Indicators, 58, 79
Traffic Control, 55
Traffic Control Devices (TCD), 15, 18, 25, 38, 39, 48, 52, 72, 87, 88, 89, 90
Traffic Control Signals, 18, 24, 50, 72
Traffic Markings, 25, 28, 51, 75
Traffic Signals, 25, 26, 27, 50, 51, 72
Traffic Signs, 25, 52, 88
Train Control, 55, 76
Train Order Forms, 59, 81
Train Stop, 55
Transit,
Transit & US Navy System, 66, 85
Transponder Beacon, 47, 72
Transportation-Markings Category Terms, 65
Transportation Signs, 58, 79
Transverse Markings, 51, 75
Tri-Color Forms, 63, 83

UAR Speed Signals, 79
Unidirectional [Daybeacons], 38
Uniform System of Buoys, 18
Unlighted Aero Navigation Aids, 35-36
Unlighted Audio & Radio, Signs, Signals, Markers, Movable & Time Interval & Train Order Forms, 58
Unlighted Buoys, 21
Unlighted Fixed Forms, 58
Unlighted Devices, 93
Unlighted Forms, 93
Unlighted Signals, 15
Unlighted Visual Devices, 79
Upper Quadrant Signals, 69

US Navy System, 59
VASI Systems, 63, 83
VASIS, 63
Vehicular Exclusion: Weight, Height, & Length Forms, 50,
74
Visual Aero Aids, 89
Visual Aids, 61, 81, 87, 88, 89
Visual Aids to Navigation, 80
Visual & Lighted Terms, 72
VOR, 31, 58, 75
VOR, VHF Omnidirectional Radio Range, 66, 84
VOR, VORTAC, DME & TACAN Forms, 57, 58, 81
VOR/VORTAC-DME/TACAN, 58
VOR/VORTAC/DME/TACAN Aids, 84
VOR, TACAN, VORTAC & DME, 36
VOR, VOR/DME, VORTAC, TACAN, 81

WAAS & LAAS, 66, 85
Warning & Informative Signs, 27
Warning Signs, 27, 48, 73
Water & Air Transportation-Markings, 38
Wayside Signals, 46
Whistles, 46, 71
Whistle Buoys, 68
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“We Communicate and Navigate with a code of Logos, Symbols, Emblems and Signs.”

Susan Yelavich, *Design for Life: Our Daily Lives, the Space we Shape, and the Ways we Communicate, as seen through the collections of Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum.*

New York: Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum, Smithsonian Institution: Rizzoli 1997